
AGENT PANEL- DASHBOARD

This is default page loading on login or after disposition. This page gives complete idea of queue metrics of self and an overview of other 
agents helps to compare, compete and improvise.



AGENT PANEL- ABANDONED

All calls either 'ABANDONED' (Disconnected by caller after not being attended) or 'EXIT WITH TIMEOUT' (disconnected by system after a specific time set 
by system as timeout) are displayed here in ascending order and will be in display for 7 days.



AGENT PANEL- LOG

This report dislays logs of all disposition for today, to refer or review any of them within the day.



AGENT PANEL- HISTORY

This displays the list of campaign the agent is logged on. If it is outbound, it can only be single, while inbound can have 
multiple campaigns.



AGENT PANEL- DISPOSITION

This is the  disposition screen where the top row has the 6 standard data as well as the table with past disposition data across many 
campaigns and operators. On top the screen you have the campaign name that is useful if is inbound campaign along with call timer. 
When the call is in progress a screen to enter any data is allowed and on call disconnection the disposition screen will appear.



CALL CENTRE DASHBOARD- GENIE-LIVE

This is the queue monitoring tool usually accessible to the team leader to help manage and monitor all 



AGENTLIVE CALL DETAILS REPORT

it displays agent call and disposition data for the day



AGENT LIVE REPORT

Disposition count                                    
T-Calls Attempted, A - Answered,              
S-Successful, F-Funnel,                        
R-Reschedule, N- No response,             
U- Unsuccesful        

AHT- Average handling time, AWT- Average 
Wrapup time, TOC- time on call, TOB- time 
on break, LTC- likely time on call, LTB- likely 
time on break

Extn Status-                         
Red - extn busy,              
Green- Free,                     
Yellow- not registered

Timer- time of 
current call, blue 
indicates pause 
status

it displays live extn status, disposition count and queue 



AGENTLIVE BREAK DETAILS REPORT

break details of a specific agent for the day



AGENT PRODUCTIVITY REPORT

It stores productivity data of all callers, it is stored permanently unless deleted                                                                                                                         
CNTT- total count of calls              CNTA- total answered calls                                 CNTS-  successful disposition calls
TOC- time on call                             AHT - Avg Handling Time                                      AWT - Avg Wrapup Time
TOC - Time on call                           TOB - Time on break                                              LTC - Likely time on call
 LTB - Likely time on break



AGENT TIMER REPORT

ABANDONED CALL REPORT

This report stores abandoned call data of the call centre, reports are stored permanently unless deleted



option to scan voice logger data, play & download, can be filtered datewise, selective 
agents, disposition or even number wise or part of a number

CALL CENTRE SUITE VOICE LOGGER



AGENT PAUSE REPORT

it displays all pause events of all agents for the day, this data is stored only for one day , whereas a 
consolidated pause report is available permanently with agent report


